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By Alderman S. SWalkowiak
The syndicated grafters of the

downtown theaters of Chicago clean
tie people who go to downtown
shows out of more than $200,000 a
year. It is more money than pick-
pockets get away with in the loop
each year.

The newspapers have not kept
after this graft. A persistent public-f- er

campaign reaching patrons of the
jtSeaters would break up the game,
jlth the exception of the story in

ie Tribune Tuesday morning the
spapers have all been shy of

idling this matter. I understand
the advertising of the theaters has an
Influence. Yet I can hardly believe
that the newspapers would be so uA-Ja- ir

to their readers as not to prevent
an outrageous system of plunder by
which are compelled to
jpay extortionate percentages added
to the regular prices of tickets.
r My information is that all the loop
Jifeaters except Powers are in on this.
Irom the Olympic and the Garrick
(the northwest corner of the loop
to the Biackstone and the American
Mpsic Hall at the southeast corner,

of theaters are joined
with speculators in a scheme fqr sell-
ing tickets on sidewalks, at hotels,
bootblack stands and other places,.

The extra money above regular
prices forced from theater patrons is
divided between theater managers
and the syndicate. A man named
Oppenheim has the Stratford hotel,
and the Saratoga tickets. A woman
is in charge at the Congress and the
Blacksfone hotels. A man named
Waterfall has the Palmer house, the
Brevoort, the Morrison and. the La
Salle.

I have investigated for myself the
workings of the system at some of
the theaters. I went to the box office
Qf the Cohan's Grand Opera house
one Saturday and tried to buy tickets
ror a show the following wedk. I was
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told sale of tickets would not begun
till 9 o'clock Monday. I was on hand
at 8:45 Monday morning. I was told
the best they could do for me was a
seat in the 16th row.

I told the ticket seller,; "You
haven't sold out 16 rows this morn-
ing. What are yon trying to hand
me?"

"We've had a lot of mail orders,"
he said.

"I offered you my money last Sat-
urday," I told him, "and you know I
would have sent it by mail if you
wanted me to. You know you've got
the seats, but the tickets are in the.
hands of scalpers. I call this a dirty
graft"

He asked me again if I meant to

land if he wanted to come outside the
box office into the lobby I would tell
btm there he was a grafter.

At the Palace theater I asked for
seats near the front one night I
was told all seats were taken there.
I walked outside and on the sidewalk
met a man with a bunch of tickets for
front seats.
, The prices of the hotel and side-

walk scalpers are uniform, indicat-
ing a syndicate. They charge 50
cents above box office prices for each
tiqket On a. few special attractions
such as Dave Warfield the scalpers
charge $1 to $1.50 over box office
prices for each ticket

What the scalpers don't sell they
turn in at the box offices at 8 o'clock"
and the tickets are then sold in a reg-

ular way at regular prices at a fair
and legitimate profit and without
graft

The theater managers are respon-sib- el

for this system. It could not
exist unless the scalpers were able to
take back the unsold tickets at 8
o'clock at night If the scalpers had
to pay their own money for all tickets
remaining unsold there would often
be a loss instead of a paying graft .
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